De-Matting
Curated
Shopping
List
FIND ALL OF THESE PRODUCTS AT WWW.CHERRYBROOK.COM
ALL UNDERLINED PRODUCT NAMES ARE CLICKABLE LINKS!

PRODUCTS

Start with your hands/fingers!
Ice Slip brush
Big G Slicker
#000 comb
22 mm Breezy Brush with medium firmness
Ice on Ice Shampoo
Ice on Ice Conditioner
Ice on Ice Detangling and Finishing Spray
Ice on Ice Ultra
The Cure Brushing and Styling Milk

OUR 5-STEP DEMATTING METHOD
Always start with the biggest tools
and work your way to using the
smallest
1. Break apart the matt as much as
possible with your fingers, adding
dematting product as you go and
working it into the matt
2. Next, use the Ice Slip brush to
break apart the matt
3. Use a Breezy 20 mm medium
firmness brush (or similar)
4. Follow up with the Big G Slicker to
get some of the smaller hairs out
5. Check that the matt is gone with a
comb
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DE-MATTING TECHNIQUE:
VERY MATTED DOGS/IN THE SALON
Smart Style The Cure Brushing
and Styling Milk
Ice on Ice Detangling and
Finishing Spray
Ice on Ice Ultra
Exquisite Fine Mist Sprayer
Miracle Mister

Have the dog's ears and head up and out of the
way
Mist your de-matting product into the matt at
the skin with the Exquisite Mister or Miracle
Mister
Work the product into the matt. You can even
hold the matted area with the product in it,
the heat of your hand will help to activate the
product
If using a matt breaker, put it in at the skin
and gently rock the matt breaker to move the
matt away from the skin. You are NOT ripping
all the way through the matt; your job at this
point is to make enough room between the
skin and the matt for a brush.
De-matting is never comfortable for the dog.
You do not want to muscle a matt out of a dog!
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Thank you!

Contact us if there are
any questions.

